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Polar Vision within 
EUROFLEETS2 aiming at 
integrating the 
European Polar 
Research Vessel (PRV) 
establishing models for 
implementing a joint 
coordination of PRV, 
together with the 






































N e w I M O P o l a r
ca tegor ies and i ts
equivalents in IACS.
Multiyear covered ice for Arctic 2013-2014
EU_PolarNet meeting, Lisbon,6th October2015
Revised Icebreakers compilation under new Polar Code (PC1-PC5)
Revised Icebreakers compilation under new Polar Code (PC6-PC7)





















OPERATIONAL AREA'S FROM THE LAST 5 YEARS AT ARCTIC 
AND ANTARCTIC POLAR REGIONS
PRV POLARSTERN
PRV ODEN
These pictures show that in summer time
PC1-PC3 PRV´s like Polarstern and Oden
are capable to reach almost anywhere of
multi-year ice.
EU_PolarNet meeting, Lisbon,6th October2015
WORLD WIDE OPERATIONAL AREAS FROM THE LAST 5 YEARS AT ARCTIC 
AND ANTARCTIC POLAR REGIONS. 
EU_PolarNet meeting, Lisbon,6th October2015
Summary
Status of the European and International Polar Research Fleets & equipment
Compilation of PRV´s
 Characteristics of Full Range Icebreakers (Arctic & Antarctic)
Ship Capabilities, including scientific equipment's, laboratories type, cargo 
capacity, etc. 
 Characteristics of Ice Classified Vessels (Arctic & Antarctic)
Ship Capabilities, including scientific equipment's, cargo capacity, etc. 
 Ice Type and Ice extent PRV´s at both Poles
 Areas of Activity, Cruises and Research
 PRV´S Seasonal Operations (winter, summer) Worldwide
 Overview of EU PRV´S Operations within the last 5 years
EU_PolarNet meeting, Lisbon,6th October2015

